
WRITING ASSEMBLY CODE FOR X86 32-BIT

We will uses the standard AT&T syntax for writing x86 assembly code. The full Modern (i.e and beyond) x86 processors
have eight bit general purpose.

Wrong alignment can cause as best a loss of performance and at worst, an exception or program exit. GoAsm
always pads if necessary to ensure that structure members are on their natural boundary. Actually, esi and edi
increment if the direction flag is 0; otherwise they decrement if DF is 1. Segmentation is mostly disabled,
paging is enabled. This is why in the above examples data and code addresses can be contained within a
dword data declaration. We will even include a section on DOS assembly language programs for historical
interest. First, real-mode addresses correspond to real, physical memory, so one can watch exactly what is
happening in the machine very easily with a good debugger. The new registers have subregisters too â€” for
example the bit register r9 contains the bit r9d, the bit r9w, and the 8-bit r9l. Also note that the address being
computed is a temporary value that is not saved in any register. This document does not cover how to use all
the different assemblers; you need to read the documentation that comes with them. In order to achieve this
they must themselves use bit absolute addresses. Examples[ edit ] This article possibly contains original
research. This should be trivial because the C library functions are all stored in a C library, such as libc. We
could avoid calling these routines if we instead communicate directly with the operating system. Both general
and implicit register usage; although all seven counting ebp general registers in bit mode, and all fifteen
counting rbp general registers in bit mode, can be freely used as accumulators or for addressing, most of them
are also implicitly used by certain more or less special instructions; affected registers must therefore be
temporarily preserved normally stacked , if active during such instruction sequences. There are also a handful
of new system instructions. If you use the non-volatile R12 to R15 registers within window procedures and
callback procedures then you must ensure that they are restored after use. Here is the version of the hello
program in MASM hello. The comments instruct us to assemble into an object format of "win32" not "coff"!
Soft Interrupts of the type described above are used by some operating systems for system calls, and can also
be used in debugging hard interrupt handlers. Hard interrupts are triggered by external hardware events, and
must preserve all register values as the state of the currently executing program is unknown. The entire flags
register can also be moved on and off the stack using the instructions pushf, popf, int including into and iret.
The CPU has a bit register named eip extended instruction pointer which, during program execution, holds the
memory address of the current instruction being executed. The system flags are definitely ignorable, and the
arithmetic flags can be forgotten except for comparisons and bigint arithmetic operations. You generally will
be calling functions residing in the operating system or other libraries so you will have to know some technical
details about how libraries are linked, and not all linkers work the same way. Comparison instructions affect
eflags without changing any general-purpose registers. In this mode the AMD64 can also run bit executables
naturally. You must allow for the external ones being bits. Arithmetic instructions such as addl usually update
eflags based on the computed result. It does not apply to a piece of assembly code calling an arbitrary piece of
assembly code; there are no restrictions in this case. Since we are not using a C runtime library, and in fact are
specifying our own starting point, and cleaning up ourselves with ExitProcess we definitely want to link
ourselves. Generally here are the rules which govern whether or not an instruction uses RIP-relative
addressing:- Addresses in data cannot use RIP-relative addressing since the value of RIP cannot be known at
the time when those addresses are set. Segmentation is enabled, paging can and usually is enabled. As for
strings, in accordance with the above rules, Unicode strings must be 2-byte aligned, whereas ANSI strings can
be byte aligned. This is achieved by adding the necessary padding at the end of the structure. The caller must
also ensure that there is space on the stack for the API to store the parameters which are passed in registers.


